
Our Company OMNIA Glass Ltd. is the Czech wholesalers
and exporter of the famous Bohemia glass for home,
hotels and other public buildings. The Czech glass with
label “Bohemia Crystal” or “Bohemia glass” is in high
demand worldwide for its excellence and high quality.
Hundreds of years by the Czech glass are synonymous
with beauty and perfect craftsmanship.

Our Company guarantees individual approach to each
customer with maximum efforts to accommodate his
wishes and requirements. We offer a wide assortment of
the traditional Czech glass, including Chandeliers and
Lights or Ours own possibility of hand-made glass
decorating and cutting. We cooperate with many
renowned major producers of the Czech glass. We
represent some of them exclusively in the Middle East
and Egypt where we have too. We also work closely with
small family manufactures which are able to provide the
necessary quality and accuracy of manual processing
including individual delivery deadlines.



During Our existence, OMNIA Glass has attracted a stable
group of its customers in the Czech Republic and especially
abroad. We are trying to find the best response to
customer´s wishes and ideas in the best way suitable for
both parties. We cooperate with the famous Czech
companies which are known for their projects in many
countries.

OMNIA Glass Ltd.
Prague, The Czech Republic



We can offers our customers not
only classic, timeless and crystal
chandeliers, but also designs and
manufactures lights for different
interiors. The main content of the
production program is the
production of crystal chandeliers
called "Teresiana" that have been
produced in times of Maria Theresa.



The Czech Chandaliers and the Lights
represent a world quality and
handicraft tradition of Bohemian
crystal, brass, light metals, using
gold and accompanied cut crystal
trimmings. It also uses combination
of traditional handicrafts with
modern technology.

































The Chandeliers for representational spaces



• The Qolsharif Mosque (Tatarastan)



• The State Opera “Astana Opera” (Kazachstan)



• Presidental Palace „Akorda“ (Kazachstan)
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Motto:
Sometimes it seems that time has stopped in the middle
of the frantic hustle and bustle. However, they are
values that is persisting its relentless flow. A person is
able to inspire the beauty of handmade, whether
centuries ago or today, in mute astonishment looks at
the bright chandelier....

Adress: Omnia Glass Ltd.
Lužna 591
16000 Praha 6
Czech Republic

Mail: info@omniaglass.cz
Web. www.omniaglass.cz
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